
Restore and
Protect with
Metered Dark
Fibre

Outages can impact customer
retention, and not meeting SLAs can
reduce revenues and strain teams.
Without a protection path or
restoration plan, companies can
damage their reputation and incur
higher costs when their network isn't
available. High network availability
requires redundancy, but redundant
network paths are expensive to
implement and maintain.

C H A L L E N G E

Network availability and
performance are vital to mission
critical operations. Crosslake Fibre's
Metered Dark Fibre solution enables
redundancy and restoration,
protecting your reputation and
finances.

Crosslake Fibre's innovative Metered Dark
Fibre solution revolutionizes network
protection and restoration while increasing
network availability and guarantees
minimal impact from network outages. By
capitalizing on MDF, companies not only
achieve optimal network redundancy and
superior network availability but also
bypass the substantial expenses typical of
traditional redundant paths.

S O L U T I O N

METERED DARK FIBRE USE CASE



Most affordable method of
implementing redundancy.
Protection and restoration retains
customers. 
Exceeding SLAs retains revenue.
Protect customer trust with high
availability.

BENEF I TS

Outages cause reputational
damage.
Implementing redundancy is
expensive.
SLA breaches impact revenue
negatively.
Network downtime taxes
operations and increases costs.

CHALLENGES

A T  A  G L A N C E

Crosslake Fibre's Metered Dark Fibre
solution provides a revoloutionary method
of achieving redundancy on long-haul dark
fibre routes. MDF offers substantial cost
savings while dramatically reducing
expenses compared to the traditional
appraoch of buying multiple routes. 

Cost Effective

With Metered Dark Fibre, companies can
confidently ensure high network availability,
fostering trust and reliability. By minimizing
or elimating downtime, MDF users ensure
they exceed customer SLA, solidifying
customer loyalty and bolstering business
reputation.

Maintain SLAs

With Crosslake Fibre's Metered Dark Fibre
solution, businesses can ensure continous
service during an outage on a network
path boosting customer trust, and
effectively retaining more clients.

Rapid Recovery

With an active protection path in place,
businesses can safeguard against
unforeseen network challenges, ensuring
customer trust remains intact. It's pivotal to
prioritize robust solutions to prevent
potential reputation damage.

Protect Reputation

B E N E F I T S

LEARN MORE
https://crosslakefibre.ca/metered-dark-fibre/

By leveraging Crosslake Fibre's innovative
Metered Dark Fibre solution, businesses can
seamlessly achieve essential network
redundancy, ensuring optimal performance
while significantly cutting down associated
expenses compared to traditional methods
of achieving redundancy.

Efficient Redundancy
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